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Abstract—Rapid advances in wireless communication technologies have paved the way for a wide range of mobile devices to become
increasingly ubiquitous and popular. Mobile devices enable anytime, anywhere access to the Internet. The fast growth of many types of
mobile services used by various users has made the traditional single-server architecture inefficient in terms of its functional
requirements. To ensure the availability of various mobile services, there is a need to deploy multi-server architectures. To ensure the
security of various mobile services applications, the Anonymous Mobile User Authentication (AMUA) protocol without online
registration using the Self-Certified Public Key Cryptography (SCPKC) for multi-server architectures was proposed in the past.
However, most of past AMUA solutions suffer from malicious attacks or have unacceptable computation and communication costs. To
address these drawbacks, we propose a new AMUA protocol that uses the SCPKC for multi-server architectures. In contrast to existing
AMUA protocols, our proposed AMUA protocol incurs lower computation and communication costs. By comparing with two of the latest
AMUA protocols, the computation and the communication costs of our protocol are at least 74.93% and 37.43% lower than them
respectively. Moreover, the security analysis of our AMUA protocol demonstrates that it satisfies the security requirements in practical
applications and is provably secure in the novel security model. By maintaining security at various levels, our AMUA protocol is more
practical for various mobile applications.

Index Terms—Authentication, bilinear pairing, mobile, multi-server architecture, security.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE significant improvements in software, hardware,
and wireless communication technologies have led to

the emergence of a wide range of mobile devices such as
PDAs, smart phones, and notebooks. These devices have
become an integral part of our daily life today. According
to the recent survey [1], the number of Americans owning
a smart phone has increased from 35% at the end of 2011
to about 64% by the end of 2014. Wireless communication
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technologies along with powerful mobile devices have led
to the emergence and proliferation of many different types
of mobile services such as mobile banking, mobile online
shopping, mobile online game, and mobile pay-TV which
can be accessed from anywhere at anytime. This technologi-
cal revolution in mobile computing and devices brings a lot
of convenience to end-users.

The traditional single-server architecture for the mobile
service system consists of a server and many mobile users.
By using wireless communication technologies, the mobile
user can remotely access the mobile services provided by the
server. But, the computation, communication and storage
capabilities of the server are limited. With an increase in
the number of users and the emergence of different types
of mobile devices, the traditional architecture with only one
server may become a performance bottleneck for various
mobile services [2]. To address this drawback, a multi-server
architecture was proposed for mobile service systems. In
a multi-server architecture, many servers provide various
types of mobile services so that users can access these
services from anywhere over different types of wireless
networks. A typical multi-server architecture for the mobile
service system is shown in Fig. 1.

Due to the openness of wireless networks, the adversary
can easily control the communication channel and carries
out many kinds of attacks. For example, the adversary can
intercept, modify, replay and delay messages transmitted in
the systems [3]. To prevent the adversary from accessing
the mobile service, we need an efficient security protocol to
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Fig. 1. A typical multi-server architecture

provide secure communications in wireless networks.
The Anonymous Mobile User Authentication (AMUA)

protocol is a significant security protocol which can provide
confirmation for the other party’s identity and preserve
the users’ privacy. When the AMUA protocol is executed,
it generates a session key for encryption to preserve the
integrity of future messages transmitted in the system. Since
Lamport’s work about the user authentication protocol [4],
many AMUA protocols for single-server architectures have
been introduced for different types of environments [5-10].
However, they are not applied in multi-server architectures
because the user needs to register and store private keys
generated by these servers individually. To reduce the user’s
burden and guarantee secure communications, it is urgent
to construct AMUA protocols for multi-server architecture.

According to recent surveys [11-20], some AMUA pro-
tocols for multi-server architectures were presented in
the last decade. Based on the cryptographic algorithm
used, these protocols are divided into the private key
cryptography-based AMUA protocols [11-25] and the public
key cryptography-based AMUA protocols [26-30]. Howev-
er, it has been found that the private key cryptography-
based AMUA protocols have better performance. However,
they cannot provide important security attributes such as
perfect forward secrecy and two-factor security, which im-
ply the protocol is still secure when one and only one of
two facts (password and smart card) is lost. Hence, public
key cryptography-based AMUA protocols for multi-server
architectures have become more popular. Many public key
cryptography-based AMUA protocols [26-33] have been
proposed for different applications. However, they need
the on-line registration center’s help to achieve mutual
authentication.

Recently, several AMUA protocols [34-37], using the
Self-Certified Public Key Cryptography (SCPKC), were pro-
posed. Compared with previous public key cryptography-
based AMUA protocols [26-33], they need no on-line regis-
tration center to achieve mutual authentication and have
lower communication cost. Due to this advantage such
AMUA protocols have become more popular among re-
searchers and designers as they can be applied to a wide
range of applications. We summarize below some of the ma-
jor drawbacks and limitations of recently proposed AMUA
protocols that use the SCPKC:

• The computation cost associated with these proto-
cols is not acceptable for most practical application-
s:

It is well known that mobile devices are resource-
constrained in terms of storage and computation capabil-
ities. However, the mobile device in these protocols has
to execute the bilinear paring operation and the map-to-
point hash operation which are two of the most complex
operations in modern public key cryptography.

• The security analyses of these protocols are weak:

Most of the authors of previously proposed protocols
presented only a preliminary analysis of the protocols but
they did not present any evaluation with any provable
security model. Hence, these protocols can have various
vulnerability issues leading to a number of serious attacks.

• Important functions or security attributes are not
supported by these protocols:

Several important functions such as key establishment
and user anonymity, and security attributes such as two-
factor security and no verifier table are not considered in
the design of these protocols. These limited functionalities
prevent their deployment in various real-time applications.

It remains a significant challenge to construct an AMUA
protocol with better efficiency and security for multi-server
architectures to protect the authorized users’ rights for vari-
ous practical mobile applications.

1.1 Organization of the paper

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we give a brief review previous work AMUA protocols
for multi-server architectures. In Section III, we present the
notations used in this paper. In Section IV, we present details
of the proposed AMUA protocol. In Sections V and VI, we
perform the analysis of the security and the performance of
the proposed AMUA protocol to demonstrate its advantages
compared to other AMUA protocols proposed in the past.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.

2 RELATED WORK AND OUR RESEARCH CONTRI-
BUTIONS

To address the problem that traditional authentication pro-
tocols for single-server architectures cannot be directly ap-
plied in multi-server architectures, Li et al. [11] introduced
the concept of authentication protocol for multi-server archi-
tectures and designed the first such protocol using the neu-
ral network. Due to the complexity of the neural network, Li
et al.’s performance is not practical at all. To improve perfor-
mance, Juang [12] designed a new protocol using symmetric
cryptography. Unfortunately, Jung’s protocol cannot resist
the insider attack. To enhance security, several new protocol-
s [13-15] using the symmetric cryptography were proposed
after Juang’s work.The afore mentioned protocols cannot
provide user anonymity because they transmit the user’s
identity without any protection. To provide user anonymity,
Liao and Wang [16] presented a dynamic identity-based
protocol using symmetric cryptography. However, their pro-
tocol is vulnerable to three kinds of attacks [17]. To address
security problems, Hsiang and Shih [17] proposed an im-
proved protocol. Unfortunately, Lee et al. [18] pointed out
that Hsiang and Shih’s protocol cannot withstand the server
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spoofing attack. Subsequently, several dynamic identity-
based protocols [19-25] (using symmetric cryptography)
were presented for different practical environments. Due
to the performance efficiency of symmetric cryptography,
these protocols yield much better performance. However,
these protocols cannot provide important security attributes
such as-perfect forward secrecy and the two-factor security.

With increasing security requirements from users, many
of the previously proposed protocols have become unsuit-
able for many practical applications today. To enhance secu-
rity, public key cryptography (PKC) is widely employed in
the design of the authentication protocols for multi-server
architectures. Lin et al. [26] designed an authentication pro-
tocol for multi-server architectures using the PKC. However,
Lin et al.’s protocol is vulnerable to the impersonation attack
[27]. To address the security problem, Yoon and Yoo [28]
proposed an improved protocol using the Elliptic Curve
Cryptography (ECC). However, Kim et al. [29] showed
that Yoon and Yoo is vulnerable to the off-line password
guessing attack. To enhance security, He and Wang [30]
proposed an improved protocol. However, Odelu et al. [31]
found that their protocol cannot resist three kinds of attacks.
Odelu et al. [31] also constructed an improved protocol to
solve the security problems in He and Wang’s protocol. At
the same time, Zhang et al.[32] and Tseng et al. [33] also
proposed two protocols for multi-server architectures using
ECC. The above protocols [26, 28-33] have many security
advantages than previous protocols [11-25]. However, they
require that the registration center should always be online
which increases communication costs and complexity.

To address the above problems, Choi et al. [34] construct-
ed an AMUA protocol for multi-server architectures by us-
ing the SCPKC, and in this approach no online registration
center is needed. Later, Chuang and Tseng [35] designed
an improved AMUA protocol to improve the performance
of Choi’s protocol. However, neither Choi et al.’s protocol
[34] nor Chuang et al.’s AMUA protocol [35] can provide
user anonymity and two factor security. To enhance security,
Liao and Hsiao [36] proposed an AMUA protocol using
the SCPKC for multi-server architectures. Unfortunately,
Hsieh and Leu [37] found that Liao and Hsiao’s AMUA
protocol cannot withstand the trace attack and suffer from
the problem of updating identity-table frequently. To solve
the above problems, Hsieh and Leu [37] also constructed an
improved AMUA protocol. However, Amin and Biswas [38]
pointed out that Hsieh and Leu’s AMUA protocol suffers
from the password guessing attack and the server spoofing
attack. Amin and Biswas [38] also found that Hsieh and
Leu’s AMUA protocol cannot provide user anonymity. Al-
though Amin and Biswas designed a new AMUA protocol
to address the security problem in Hsieh and Leu’s protocol,
with their approach the online registration center is required
to achieve mutual authentication.

2.1 Our research contributions

In this paper, we propose an AMUA protocol which yields
better efficiency and security for multi-server architectures
using the SCPKC. Our major contributions are summarized
as follows:

• First, we present a new AMUA protocol for multi-
server architectures using the SCPKC. To improve
performance at the user end, neither bilinear pair-
ing operation nor map-to-point hash operation is
involved in the proposed AMUA protocol.

• Second, we perform an in-depth security analysis
to show the proposed AMUA protocol is provably
secure and can satisfy the security requirements of
multi-server architectures.

• Finally, we analyze the performance of the proposed
AMUA protocol to show that it incurs lower com-
putation and communication costs than previously
proposed AMUA protocols.

3 BACKGROUND AND NOTATIONS

3.1 Bilinear pairing

The bilinear pairing has been widely used in modern PKC.
To enhance the readability of this paper, some background
about the bilinear pairing is presented below.

Let q be a large prime number. Let G1, G2 and e :
G1 × G1 → G2 denote an additive group, a multiplicative
group and a map respectively. Suppose G1 and G2 are
generated by generators P and g separately, we say a map
e is a bilinear pairing if it has the below attributes:

• Bilinearity: Given two elements S, T ∈ G1 and two
elements a, b ∈ Z∗q , the equation e(a · S, b · T ) =
e(S, T )a·b holds.

• Nondegeneracy: The inequation e(P, P ) 6= 1G2
hold-

s for at leat one element P ∈ G1.
• Computability: Given any two elements S, T ∈ G1,

at least one efficient algorithm exists to compute
e(S, T ).

It is well known that there is no polynomial algorithm to
get the answer of the below mathematical problems, which
is the security basis of the proposed AMUA protocol.

• Discrete Logarithm (DL) Problem: Given an element
X ∈ G1 (x ∈ G2), the goal of the DL problem is to
calculate τ ∈ Z∗q such that X = τ · P (x = gτ ).

• Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) Problem:
Given two elements a ·P, b ·P ∈ G1 (ga, gb ∈ G2), the
goal of the CDH problem is to calculate (a·b)·P ∈ G1

(ga·b ∈ G2), where a and b are two unknown ele-
ments in Z∗q .

• Collusion Attack Algorithm with k traitor (k-CAA)
Problem[39]: Given k elements α1, α2, · · ·, αk ∈ Z∗q
and k+1 elements τ̂ ·P, 1

τ̂+α1
·P, 1

τ̂+α2
·P, · · ·, 1

τ̂+αk
·

P ∈ G1, the goal of the k-CAA problem is to
calculate 1

τ̂+α ·P for any α /∈ {α1, α2, · · ·, αk}, where
τ̂ is a unknown element in ∈ Z∗q .

• Modified Bilinear Inverse Diffie-Hellman with k
value (k-mBIDH) Problem[40]: Given k elements
α1, α2, · · ·, αk ∈ Z∗q and k + 2 elements τ̂ · P, η ·
P, 1

τ̂+α1
· P, 1

τ̂+α2
· P, · · ·, 1

τ̂+αk
· P ∈ G1, the goal

of the k-mBIDH problem is to calculate e(P, P )
η

τ̂+α

for any α /∈ {α1, α2, · · ·, αk}, where τ̂ and η are two
unknown elements in ∈ Z∗q .
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3.2 Network model
According to recent proposals [34-37], the network model of
the AMUA protocol for multi-server architectures is shown
in Fig. 2. There are three types of participants with an
AMUA protocol: a mobile user Ui, a server Sj , and the
registration center RC.

User Server

Registration center

Mutual authentication

Priv
ate 

key
Private key

: Secure channel
: Insecure channel

Fig. 2. Network model

• RC: It is a trusted third party and its task is gener-
ating system parameters. Besides, it is also generate
private keys of Ui and Sj according to their identi-
ties.

• Ui: He/she is a mobile user who gets his/her private
key from RC and uses it to prove its identity to
Sj . After Sj ’s verification, he/she can access mobile
services provided by Sj .

• Sj : It is a mobile service provider which also gets its
private key from RC and uses it to show the eligi-
bility of its identity. After verifying Ui’s validity, Sj
provides the corresponding mobile service according
to Ui’s request.

3.3 Security requirements
According to recent proposals on AMUA protocols for
multi-server architectures, a protocol should satisfy the fol-
lowing functions and security requirements [33-37].

Single registration: To provide convenience to the user,
the AMUA protocol for multi-server architectures should
provide single registration, i.e., the user just needs to register
withthe registration center before accessing services provid-
ed by all servers in the system.

Mutual authentication: To ensure the eligibility of par-
ticipants, the AMUA protocol should provide mutual au-
thentication.

User anonymity: To preserve users’ privacy, the AMUA
protocol should provide the user anonymity, i.e., the adver-
sary is unable to extract the user’s real identity from the
intercepted messages.

Un-traceability: To provide better protection for the
user’s privacy, the AMUA protocol for multi-server archi-
tectures should support un-traceability, i.e., the adversary
is unable to trace the user’s behavior from the intercepted
messages.

Session key agreement: To ensure the security of mes-
sages transmitted in future communications, the AMUA
protocol for multi-server architectures should be able to

establish a shared session key between two participants,
which will be used to encrypt messages.

Perfect forward secrecy: To ensure the security of mes-
sages transmitted in previous communications, the AMUA
protocol for multi-server architectures should provide per-
fect forward secrecy, i.e., the adversary cannot get the ses-
sion key generated in a previous session even if he/she can
get both the private keys of two participants.

Two-factor security: To guarantee the security of the
private key, the AMUA protocol for multi-server architec-
tures should provide two-factor security, i.e., the adversary
cannot extract the user’s private key even if he/she could
extract information stored in the user’s smart card, which is
issued by the registration center to store the user?s private
key protected by his/her password.

No verifier table: To deduce the overhead of running
the system and withstand attacks such as the stolen verifier
attack related to the verifier table and the denial of service
attack, the AMUA protocol for multi-server architectures
should provide no verifier table, i.e., no verifier table should
be needed to achieve mutual authentication.

No online registration center: To deduce the commu-
nication overhead, the AMUA protocol for multi-server
architectures should provide no online registration center,
i.e., no online registration center is needed to achieve mutual
authentication.

Resistance of various attacks: To withstand various
attacks prevalent in the mobile service system, the AMUA
protocol for multi-server architectures should provide resis-
tance of various attacks, i.e., the protocol should withstand
the insider attack, the off-line password guessing attack, the
user impersonation attack, the server spoofing attack, the
modification attack, the stolen card attack, the stolen verifier
table attack, the replay attack, and the man-in-the-middle
attack.

4 THE PROPOSED AMUA PROTOCOL

We describe the proposed AMUA protocol in this section.
The proposed AMUA protocol consists of five phases: the
setup phase, the user registration phase, the server reg-
istration phase, the mutual authentication phase, and the
password change phase.

4.1 Setup phase
By executing the following steps, the registration center
(RC) selects the system private key and the system param-
eters.

1) RC chooses two elements G1, G2 of the same prime
order q and a bilinear paring e : G1 × G1 → G2. RC also
selects a generator P of G1.

2) RC chooses two random numbers τ, τ̂ ∈ Z∗q as the
system private keys and calculate g = e(P, P ), gpub = gτ

and Ppub = τ̂ · P .
3) RC chooses seven secure hash functions h0 :

{0, 1}∗ → Z∗q , h1 : {0, 1}∗ × G2 → Z∗q , h2 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q ,
h3 : G1×G2×G2 → Z∗q , h4 : {0, 1}∗×G1×G2×G2 → Z∗q ,
h5 : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ ×G2 ×G2 ×G2 → Z∗q and h6 : G2 →
{0, 1}∗.

4) RC publishes the system parameters params =
{G1, G2, e, q, P, g, gpub, Ppub, h0, h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6}
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4.2 User registration phase

The user Ui registers with the registration center RC and
gets his/her private key in this phase. As shown in Fig. 3,
the steps below are carried out between Ui and RC.

1) Ui freely selects his/her identity IDUi and password
PWUi . Ui also chooses a nonce bi and sends the message
{IDUi , h0(IDUi , PWUi , bUi)} to RC.

2)RC generates a random number wUi ∈ Z∗q , com-
putes gUi = gwUi , ξUi = h1(IDUi , gUi), τUi =
wUi + τ · ξUi , ψUi = τUi ⊕ h0(IDUi , PWUi , bUi), and
υUi = h0(h0(IDUi , PWUi , bUi), ψUi). At last, RC sends
{gUi , ψUi , υUi} to Ui using a secure channel.

3) Ui stores {gUi , ψUi , υUi} and bUi into his/her smart
card and finishes the registration.
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Fig. 3. The user registration phase

4.3 Server registration phase

The server Sj registers with the registration center RC and
gets his/her private key in this phase. As shown in Fig. 4,
the steps below are carried out between Sj and RC.

1) Sj freely chooses his/her identity IDSj and transmits
it to RC.

2) RC computes DSj = 1
τ̂+h2(IDSj ) · P and transmits it

back to Sj using a secure channel.
3) Sj stores DSj secretly and finishes the registration.
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Fig. 4. The server registration phase

4.4 Mutual authentication phase

Ui and Sj authenticate each other and generate a session key
for future secure communications in this phase. As shown
in Fig. 5, the steps below are carried out between them.

1) Ui inputs his/her identity IDUi and password
PWUi . The smart card checks whether the equation υUi =
h0(h0(IDUi , PWUi , bUi), ψUi) holds. If not, it stops the re-
quest; otherwise, it randomly selects a number rUi ∈ Z∗q and
calculates RUi = rUi · (Ppub + h2(IDSj ) · P ), and x = grUi .
At last, Ui sends RUi to Sj .

2) Sj generates a random number rSj ∈ Z∗q , computes
x = e(RUi , DSj ), y = grSj and αSj = h3(RUi , x, y). At last,
Sj sends {y, αSj} to Ui.

3) Ui checks whether the equation αSj = h3(RUi , x, y)
holds. If not, Ui rejects the session; otherwise, Ui
calculates θUi = h4(IDUi , RUi , x, y), τUi = ψUi ⊕
h0(IDUi , PWUi , bUi), αUi = τUi + θUi · rUi , the session
key skUi = h5(IDUi , IDSj , x, y, y

rUi ) and CUi = h6(x) ⊕
(IDUi , gUi , αUi). At last, Ui sends CUi to Sj .

4) Sj computes (IDUi , gUi , αUi) = h6(x) ⊕ CUi , ξUi =
h1(IDUi , gUi) and θUi = h4(IDUi , RUi , x, y). Sj checks
whether the equation gαUi = gUi · g

ξUi
pub · xθUi . If not, Sj

stops the request; otherwise, Sj computes the session key
skSj = h5(IDUi , IDSj , x, y, x

rSj ).
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Fig. 5. The mutual authentication phase

Due to gpub = gτ , Ppub = τ̂ · P , gUi = gwUi , τUi =
wUi + τ · ξUi , DSj = 1

τ̂+h2(IDSj ) · P , RUi = rUi · (Ppub +

h2(IDSj ) ·P ), x = grUi , y = grSj and αUi = τUi + θUi · rUi ,
then we have the following equations:

e(RUi , DSj )
= e(rUi · (Ppub + h2(IDSj ) · P ), 1

τ̂+h2(IDSj ) · P )

= e(rUi · (τ̂ · P + h2(IDSj ) · P ), 1
τ̂+h2(IDSj ) · P )

= e(rUi · (τ̂ + h2(IDSj )) · P, 1
τ̂+h2(IDSj ) · P )

= e(P, P )
rUi ·(τ̂+h2(IDSj ))· 1

τ̂+h2(IDSj
)

= e(P, P )rUi = grUi = x

(1)

and
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gαUi = gτUi+θUi ·rUi

= gwUi+τ ·ξUi+θUi ·rUi

= gwUi · gτ ·ξUi · gθUi ·rUi
= gwUi · (gτ )ξUi · (grUi )θUi
= gUi · g

ξUi
pub · xθUi

(2)

Therefore, the correctness of the proposed AMUA proto-
col is proved.

4.5 Password change phase

Ui changes his/her password to a new one in this phase.
The following steps are executed between Ui and his/her
smart card.

1) Ui inputs his/her identity IDUi , old password PWUi

and new password PW ∗Ui .
2) The smart card checks whether the equation υUi =

h0(h0(IDUi , PWUi , bUi), ψUi) holds. If not, the smart card
stops the request; otherwise, it randomly select a num-
ber b∗Ui , computes ψ∗Ui = ψUi ⊕ h0(IDUi , PWUi , bUi) ⊕
h0(IDUi , PW

∗
Ui
, b∗Ui),υ∗Ui = h0(h0(IDUi , PW

∗
Ui
, b∗Ui), ψ

∗
Ui

).
Finally, the smart card replaces {gUi , ψUi , υUi , bUi} and with
{gUi , ψ∗Ui , υ

∗
Ui
, b∗Ui}.

5 SECURITY ANALYSIS

We analyze the security of the proposed AMUA protocol for
multi-server architectures in this section. First, we demon-
strate that the proposed AMUA protocol is provably secure.
Second, we prove that the proposed AMUA protocol can
satisfy the requirements presented in Section II. Then, we
present comparison of the security between the proposed
AMUA protocol and two of the latest AMUA protocols.

5.1 Security model

Based on Choi et al.’s work [34, 35], we propose a security
model for the AMUA protocol. The security of a AMUA
protocol is defined by a game played between an adversary
A and a challenger C . Let Πl

Λ denote the lth instance of
the participant of Λ ∈ {Ui, Sj}. In the game, A can send
queries to C and C answers them as follows.

• hi(mi): When A executes the query with the mes-
sage mi, C generates a random number ri ∈ Z∗q ,
stores (mi, ri) in the list Lhi and returns ri to A ,
where i = 0, 1, · · ·6.

• ExtractUser(IDUi): When A executes the query
with the user Ui’s identity IDUi , C generates Uii’s
private key and stores it in the list LUK .

• ExtractServer(IDSj ): When A executes the query
with the server Sj ’s identity IDSj , C generates Sj ’s
private key and stores it in the list LSK .

• Send(Πl
Λ): When A executes the query with the

message m, C executes the AMUA protocol accord-
ing to its specification and returns the result to A .

• Reveal(Πl
Λ): When A executes the query, C returns

the session key involved in Πl
Λ to A .

• CorruptUser(IDUi): When A executes the query
with the user Ui’s identity IDUi , C returns Ui’s
private key to A .

• CorruptServer(IDSj ): When A executes the query
with the server Sj ’s identity IDSj , C returns Sj ’s
private key to A .

• Test(Πl
Λ): When A executes the query, C selects

a random coin b ∈ {0, 1}. If b = 1, C sends the
session key involved in Πl

Λ to A ; otherwise (b = 0),
C randomly selects a number with the same length
of the session key and returns it to A .

After executing the above queries, A outputs his/her
guess b′ about b generated in Test-query. We say A violates
the authenticated key agreement (AKA) of the AMUA pro-
tocol Σ if he/she can guess b correctly. LetEA−W denote the
event that A can guess b successfully. The advantage that
A attacking the AKA of the AMUA protocol Σ is defined
as AdvAKAΣ (A ) = |2Pr[EA−W ]− 1|.

Definition 1(AKA-secure). We say a AMUA protocol Σ
for multi-server architectures is AKA-secure if AdvAKAΣ (A )
is negligible for any polynomial adversary A .

We say A violates the mutual authentication of the
AMUA protocol Σ if he/she is able to generate a legal
login message or a response message. Let EU−S and ES−U
denote the events that A generates a legal login message
or a response message. The advantage that A attacking the
MA of the AMUA protocol Σ is defined as AdvMA

Σ (A ) =
Pr[EU−S ] + Pr[ES−U ].

Definition 2(MA-secure). We say a AMUA protocol
Σ for multi-server architectures is mutual authentication
(MA)-secure if AdvMA

Σ (A ) is negligible for any polynomial
adversary A .

5.2 Provable security

In this subsection, we show that the proposed AMUA
protocol for multi-server architectures is AKA-secure and
MA-secure in the security model described in the above
subsection.

Lemma 1. No polynomial adversary against the pro-
posed AMUA protocol for multi-server architectures can
forge a legal login message with a non-negligible probabili-
ty.

Proof. Suppose the adversary A forges a legal login
message with a non-negligible probability ε. We show that
there is a challenger C that can solve the DL problem in G2

with a non-negligible probability.
Given an instance (g, θ = gτ ) of the DL problem,

the task of C is to compute τ ∈ Z∗q . C generates a
random number τ̂ ∈ Z∗q , sets gpub ← θ, computes
Ppub = τ̂ · P and sends the system parameters params =
{G1, G2, e, q, P, g, gpub, Ppub, h0, h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6} to A .
C randomly picks a user’s identity IDUI as the challenge
identity and answers A ’s queries as follows:

• hi(mi): C maintains a list Lhi initialized empty. C
checks if a tuple (mi, ri) exists in Lhi . If it exists,
C returns ri to A ; otherwise, C randomly select a
number ri, inserts (mi, ri) into Lhi and returns ri to
A , where i = 0, 1, · · ·, 6.

• ExtractUser(IDUi): C maintains a list LUK initial-
ized empty. C checks if a tuple (IDUi , wUi , gUi ,τUi )
exists in LUK . If it exists, C returns IDUi to A ;
otherwise, C executes the following operations:
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– If IDUi = IDUI , C chooses two random
numbers wUi , ξUi ∈ Z∗q , computes gUi = gwUi ,
sets h1(IDUi , gUi)← ξUi , τUi ←⊥, and inserts
(IDUi , wUi , gUi ,τUi ) and (IDUi , gUi , ξUi ) into
LUK and Lh1

respectively. C returns IDUi to
A .

– Otherwise(IDUi 6= IDUI ), C chooses two ran-
dom numbers wUi , ξUi ∈ Z∗q , computes gUi =

gwUi · g−ξUipub , sets h1(IDUi , gUi) ← ξUi , τUi ←
wUi , and inserts (IDUi , wUi , gUi ,τUi ) and
(IDUi , gUi , ξUi ) into LUK and Lh1 respective-
ly. C returns IDUi to A

• ExtractServer(IDSj ): C maintains a list LSK ini-
tialized empty. C checks if a tuple (IDSj , DSj ) exists
in LSK . If it exists, C returns IDSj to A ; otherwise,
C randomly selects a number wSj ∈ Z∗q , computes
DSj = 1

τ̂+wSj
· P and inserts (IDSj , DSj ) and

(IDSj , wSj ) into LSK and Lh2
respectively. At last,

C returns IDSj to A .
• Send(Πk

Λ): C checks if Λ and UI are equal. If they are
not equal, C operates according to the specification of
the proposed AMUA protocol because it knows Λ’s
private key; otherwise (Λ = UI ), C aborts the game.

• Reveal(Πl
Λ): C returns the session key involved in

Πl
Λ to A .

• CorruptUser(IDUi): C looks up LUK for the tuple
(IDUi , wUi , gUi ,τUi ) and returns (gUi ,τUi ) to A .

• CorruptServer(IDSj ): C looks up LSK for the tu-
ple (IDSj , DSj ) and returns DSj to A .

• Test(Πl
Λ): C randomly selects a number with the

same length of the session key and returns it to A .

At last, A outputs a legal login message (RUi , CUi )
corresponding to the user’s identity IDUi , where CUi =
h6(x) ⊕ (IDUi , gUi , αUi). If IDUi 6= IDUI , C aborts the
game. Based on the forking lemma [41], A can output
another legal login message (RUi , C

′
Ui

) corresponding to
IDUi if we repeat the simulation with a different choice
of h1, where C ′Ui = h6(x) ⊕ (IDUi , gUi , α

′
Ui

). Due to the
legality login messages, we get the following two equations.

gαUi = gUi · g
ξUi
pub · x

θUi (3)

and

gα
′
Ui = gUi · g

ξ′Ui
pub · x

θUi (4)

Based on the above two equations, we derive the follow-
ing:

gαUi−α
′
Ui = g

αUi

g
α′
Ui

=
gUi ·g

ξUi
pub ·x

θUi

gUi ·g
ξ′
Ui
pub ·x

θUi

=
g
ξUi
pub

g
ξ′
Ui
pub

= g
ξUi−ξ

′
Ui

pub = gτ ·(ξUi−ξ
′
Ui

)

(5)

C outputs (αUi−α′Ui)·(ξUi−ξ
′
Ui

)−1 as the answer to the
DL problem. The probability that C solves the DL problem
is analyzed below. For convenience, some events are defined
as follows.

• E1: C does abort in any Send-query.

• E2: C outputs a valid login message.
• E3: IDUi and IDUI are equal.

Let qsend and qh1
denote the number of Send- queries

and h1- queries executed in the game. We can get Pr[E1] ≥
(1− 1

qsend+1 )qsend , Pr[E2|E1] ≥ ε and Pr[E3|E1∧E2] ≥ 1
qh1

.
Therefore, the non-negligible probability that C can solve
the DL problem is

Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3]
= Pr[E3|E1 ∧ E2] · Pr[E2|E1] · Pr[E1]

≥
(1− 1

qsend+1 )qsend

qh1
· ε

(6)

This contradicts with the hardness of the DL problem in
G2. Therefore, we conclude that no polynomial adversary
against the proposed AMUA protocol for multi-server ar-
chitectures can forge a login message with a non-negligible
probability.

Lemma 2. No polynomial adversary against the pro-
posed AMUA protocol for multi-server architectures can
forge a response message with a non-negligible probability.

Proof. Suppose the adversary A can forge a response
message with a non-negligible probability ε. We will show
that there is a challenger C can solve the k-mBIDH problem
with a non-negligible probability.

Given an instance (Θ = τ̂ · P,Φ = η · P, 1
τ̂+α1

·
P, 1

τ̂+α2
· P, · · ·, 1

τ̂+αk
· P ∈ G1) of the k-mBIDH prob-

lem, the task of C is to compute e(P, P )
η

τ̂+α . C generates
a random number τ ∈ Z∗q , computes gpub = gτ , sets
Ppub ← Θ and sends the system parameters params =
{G1, G2, e, q, P, g, gpub, Ppub, h0, h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6} to A .
C randomly picks a server’s identity IDSJ as the challenge
identity. C answers the hi-query (i = 0, 1, ···, 6), Test-query,
Reveal-query, CorruptUser-query and CorruptServer-
query as he/she does in the above lemma. He/she also
answers other queries as follows.

• ExtractUser(IDUi): C maintains a list LUK initial-
ized empty. C checks if a tuple (IDUi , wUi , gUi ,τUi )
exists in LUK . If it exists, C returns IDUi to A ; oth-
erwise, C generates two random numbers wUi ∈ Z∗q ,
computes gUi = gwUi , τUi = wUi + τ · ξUi ,and inserts
(IDUi , wUi , gUi ,τUi ) and (IDUi , gUi , ξUi ) into LUK
and Lh1

respectively. C returns IDUi to A .
• ExtractServer(IDSj ): C maintains a list LSK ini-

tialized empty. C checks if a tuple (IDSj , DSj ) exists
in LSK . If it exists, C returns IDSj to A ; otherwise,
C checks if IDSj and IDSJ are equal as follows.

– If IDSj = IDSJ , A sets h2(IDSJ ) ←
α,DSj ←⊥ and inserts (IDSj , α) and (IDSj ,
DSj ) into Lh2

and LSK respectively.
– Otherwise if IDSj 6= IDSJ , A random-

ly chooses αj ∈ {α1, α2, · · ·, αk}, sets
h2(IDSJ ) ← αj , DSj ← 1

τ̂+α2
· P and inserts

(IDSj , α) and (IDSj , DSj ) into Lh2
and LSK

respectively.

• Send(Πl
Λ): C checks if Λ and SJ are equal, if they

are equal, C aborts the game; otherwise, C does the
following operations.

– If m = ”start” and Λ’s partner is SJ , C
returns Φ to A .
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– Otherwise, C behaves according to the speci-
fication of the proposed AMUA protocol.

At last, A outputs a legal response message (RUi , CUi )
corresponding to the server’s identity IDSj . A randomly
chooses a tuple (R, x, y) from the list Lh3

and outputs x
as the solution of the k-mBIDH problem. The probability
that C solves the DL problem is analyzed below. For conve-
nience, some events are defined as follows.

• E1: C does abort in any Send-query.
• E2: C outputs a legal response message.
• E3: IDSj and IDSJ are equal.
• E4: C chooses a correct tuple from Lh3

.

Let qsend, qh2
and qh3

denote the number of Send-query,
h2-query and h3-query executed in the game. We can get
Pr[E1] ≥ (1 − 1

qsend+1 )qsend , Pr[E2|E1] ≥ ε, Pr[E3|E1 ∧
E2] ≥ 1

qh2
and Pr[E4|E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3] ≥ 1

qh3
. Therefore, the

non-negligible probability that C can solve the DL problem
is computed as follows.

Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3 ∧ E4]
= Pr[E4|E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3] · Pr[E3|E1 ∧ E2]·
Pr[E2|E1] · Pr[E1]

≥
(1− 1

qsend+1 )qsend

qh2 ·qh3
· ε

(7)

This contradicts with the hardness of the k-mBIDH
problem. Therefore, we can conclude that no polynomial
adversary against the proposed AMUA protocol for multi-
server architectures can forge a response message with a
non-negligible probability.

Theorem 1. The proposed AMUA protocol for multi-
server architectures is MA-secure if the DL-problem and the
k-mBIDH problem are hard.

Proof. Based on Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we get that no
polynomial adversary can forge a legal login message or a
legal response message if the DL-problem and the k-mBIDH
problem are hard. Therefore, we conclude that the proposed
AMUA protocol for multi-server architectures is MA-secure.

Theorem 2. The proposed AMUA protocol for multi-
server architectures is AKA-secure if the CDH problem is
hard.

Proof. Suppose the adversary A correctly guesses b used
in Test-query with a non-negligible probability ε. We will
show there is a challenger C that can solve the CDH
problem with a non-negligible probability.

Let Esk denote the event that A gets the correct session
key. Since the probability that A correctly guesses the value
b is at least 1

2 , we can get Pr[Esk] ≥ ε
2 .

Let ETU and ETS denote the events A uses in the
Test-query to a user’s instance and a server’s instance
respectively. Let EU−S denote the event that A can violate
the user-to-server authentication. We get the following two
equations.

ε
2 ≤ Pr[Esk]
= Pr[Esk ∧ ETU ] + Pr[Esk ∧ ETS ∧ EU−S ]+
Pr[Esk ∧ ETS ∧ ¬EU−S ]
≤ Pr[Esk ∧ ETU ] + Pr[EU−S ]+
Pr[Esk ∧ ETS ∧ ¬EU−S ]

(8)

and

Pr[Esk ∧ ETU ] + Pr[Esk ∧ ETS ∧ ¬EU−S ]
≥ ε

2 − Pr[EU−S ]
(9)

Since ETS ∧ ¬EU−S and ETU are equal, then we get

Pr[Esk ∧ ETU ] ≥ ε

4
− Pr[EU−S ]

2
(10)

Therefore, we the probability is computed as follows.

Pr[sk = h5(IDUi , IDSj , x, y, k)|x, y, k ← G2]

≥ ε
4 −

Pr[EU−S ]
2

(11)

According to the proof of Lemma 1, we know that
Pr[EU−S ] is negligible. Therefore, ε

4 −
Pr[EU−S ]

2 is non-
negligible. Suppose that x = ga and y = gb for some
unknown a, b ∈ Z∗q . Given an instance (x,y) of the CDH
problem, A computes k = ga·b with a non-negligible
probability ε

4−
Pr[EU−S ]

2 , i.e., C can use A to solve the CDH
problem with a non-negligible probability. This contradicts
with the hardness of the CDH problem. Therefore, we can
conclude that the proposed AMUA protocol for multi-server
architectures is AKA-secure if the CDH problem is hard.

5.3 Analysis of security requirements

In this subsection, we show that the proposed AMUA pro-
tocol for multi-server architectures satisfies all the security
requirements described in Section II.

Single registration: According to the specification of the
proposed AMUA protocol, the user only needs to register
with the registration center and can freely login into any
server in the system after that. Therefore, the proposed
AMUA protocol is able to provide the single registration.

Mutual authentication: According to the proofs of Lem-
ma 1 and Lemma 2, there is no polynomial adversary that
can forge a login message or a response message. Thus,
the user and the server authenticate the other participant
by verifying the validity of received message. Therefore,
the proposed AMUA protocol is able to provide mutual
authentication.

User anonymity: Based on the description of the pro-
posed AMUA protocol, the user’s identity IDUi is only
included in CUi = h6(x)⊕(IDUi , gUi , αUi). To extract IDUi

from CUi , the adversary has to compute x = grUi from
RUi = rUi · (Ppub + h2(IDSj ) · P ), i.e., the adversary has
to solve the k-mBIDH problem. Then, we know that the
proposed AMUA protocol is able to provide user anonymity
since the k-mBIDH problem is hard.

Un-traceability: According to the specification of the
proposed AMUA protocol, the user generates a new random
number rUi ∈ Z∗q to compute RUi = rUi · (Ppub+h2(IDSj ) ·
P ), x = grUi and CUi = h6(x) ⊕ (IDUi , gUi , αUi). Due the
randomness of rUi , the adversary cannot find any relation
between two messages sent by Ui and cannot trace his/her
action. Therefore, the proposed AMUA protocol is able to
provide un-traceability.

Session key agreement: According to the specification
of the proposed AMUA protocol, both two participants
calculate the session key sk = h5(IDUi , IDSj , x, y, x

rSj ) =
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h5(IDUi , IDSj , x, y, y
rUi ), which can be used in the future

communications. Therefore, the proposed AMUA protocol
is able to provide the session key agreement.

Perfect forward secrecy: Suppose the adversary steals
both private keys of the user and the server. We also
assume that the adversary intercepts messages (RUi , y =
grSj , αSj , CUi ) transmitted between the user and the server.
Using the server’s private key, the adversary computes
x = e(RUi , DSj ) = grUi . To get the session key sk =
h5(IDUi , IDSj , x, y, x

rSj ) = h5(IDUi , IDSj , x, y, y
rUi ), the

adversary has to compute xrSj = yrUi = grUi ·rSj from
x = grUi and y = grSj , i.e., he/she has to solve the CDH
problem. Then, the proposed AMUA protocol is able to
provide the perfect forward secrecy since the CDH problem
is hard.

Two-factor security: Suppose the adversary steals the
user’s smart card. By using the side channel attack, the
adversary can extract the data ({gUi , ψUi , υUi}, bUi stored
in the smart card, where gUi = gwUi , ξUi = h1(IDUi , gUi),
τUi = wUi + τ · ξUi , ψUi = τUi ⊕ h0(IDUi , PWUi , bUi), and
υUi = h0(h0(IDUi , PWUi , bUi), ψUi). The adversary can
guess a password PW ′Ui . However, he/she cannot verify
its correctness because he/she does not know the user’s
identity. On the other hand, the adversary only knows the
user’s password and cannot get the user’s private key τUi .
Therefore, both types of adversaries cannot impersonate
the user to the serverand the proposed AMUA protocol
provides two-factor security.

No verifier table: According to the specification of the
proposed AMUA protocol, both two participants just need
to store their own private keys and no verifier table is main-
tained by the registration center. Therefore, the proposed
AMUA protocol provides no verifier table.

No on-line registration center: According to the speci-
fication of the proposed AMUA protocol, two participants
can authenticate each other without the help of the registra-
tion centre. Therefore, the proposed AMUA protocol does
not need an on-line registration center.

Resistance of various attacks: We will show that the
proposed AMUA protocol can resist the insider attack, the
off-line password guessing attack, the user impersonation
attack, the server spoofing attack, the modification attack,
the stolen card attack, the stolen verifier table attack, the
replay attack and the man-in-the-middle attack. The details
are presented as follows.

• Insider attack: Suppose an insider in
the system gets the user’s information
{IDUi , h0(IDUi , PWUi , bUi)}. The adversary can
guess a password PW ′Ui . However, he/she cannot
verify its correctness because the user’s password
PWUi is protected by the secure hash function
and the random number bUi . Therefore, the insider
cannot get the user’s password and the proposed
AMUA protocol withstands the insider attack.

• Off-line password guessing attack: Suppose the
adversary steals the user’s smart card. Using the
side channel attack, the adversary can extract the
data ({gUi , ψUi , υUi}, bUi stored in the smart card,
where gUi = gwUi , ξUi = h1(IDUi , gUi), τUi =
wUi + τ · ξUi , ψUi = τUi ⊕ h0(IDUi , PWUi , bUi), and

υUi = h0(h0(IDUi , PWUi , bUi), ψUi). The adversary
can guess a password PW ′Ui . However, he/she can-
not verify its correctness because he/she does not
know the user’s identity. Therefore, the adversary
cannot get the user’s password and the proposed
AMUA protocol is able to withstand the off-line
password guessing attack.

• User impersonation attack: According to the proof
of Lemma 1, we conclude that no adversary is able to
forge a legal login message without the user’s private
key. Therefore, the server can find out about the
attack through verifying the validity of the received
login message. Therefore, the proposed AMUA pro-
tocol withstands the user impersonation attack.

• Server spoofing attack: According to the proof of
Lemma 2, we know that no adversary is able to gen-
erate a legal response message without the server’s
private key. Therefore, the user can find out about the
attack through verifying the validity of the received
response message. Therefore, the proposed AMUA
protocol withstands the server spoofing attack.

• Modification attack: According to the proof of Lem-
ma 1, we know that ({gUi , gUi , αUi ) is a digital sig-
nature of the login message and no polynomial can
forge a legal one. The server can find any modifica-
tion by checking if the equation gαUi = gUi ·g

ξUi
pub ·xθUi

holds. Besides, αSj = h3(RUi , x, y) is the message
authentication code of the response message {y, αSj}
under the key x = e(RUi , DSj ). The user can find
out about any modification of the response message
because the hash function h3 is secure. Therefore, the
proposed AMUA protocol can resist the modification
attack.

• Stolen card attack: Suppose the adversary steals the
user’s smart card. Using the side channel attack,
the adversary extracts the data ({gUi , ψUi , υUi}, bUi
stored in the smart card, where gUi = gwUi ,
ξUi = h1(IDUi , gUi), τUi = wUi + τ · ξUi ,
ψUi = τUi ⊕ h0(IDUi , PWUi , bUi), and υUi =
h0(h0(IDUi , PWUi , bUi), ψUi). The adversary can
guess a password PW ′Ui . However, he/she cannot
verify its correctness because he/she does not know
the user’s identity. Therefore, the proposed AMUA
protocol is able to withstand the stolen card attack.

• Stolen verifier table attack: According to the specifi-
cation of the proposed AMUA protocol, none of three
roles in it needs to maintain a verifier table for mu-
tual authentication. Therefore, the proposed AMUA
protocol is able to withstand the stolen verifier table
attack.

• Replay attack: According to the specification of the
proposed AMUA protocol, both two participants
generate new random numbers (rUi , rSj ∈ Z∗q ) and
compute gUi = grUi and gSj = grSi , which are
involved in the login message and the response
message respectively. Due to the freshness of gUi and
gSj , the user and the server can find the replay of
messages by checking the validity of the received
message. Therefore, the proposed AMUA protocol
withstands the replay attack.
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• Man-in-the-middle attack: Based on the above anal-
ysis, we conclude that the proposed AMUA protocol
provides the mutual authentication between two par-
ticipants. Therefore, the proposed AMUA protocol
resists the man-in-the-middle attack.

5.4 Security comparisons

In this subsection, we compare the security of the proposed
AMUA protocol with two of the latest AMUA protocols [36,
37] recently proposed for multi-server architectures without
using an on-line registration center. For convenience, we let
SR−1, SR−2, SR−3, SR−4, SR−5, SR−6, SR−7, SR−
8, SR − 9 and SR − 10 denote single registration, mutual
authentication, user anonymity, un-traceability, session key
agreement, perfect forward secrecy, two-factor security, not
using the verifier table, no on-line registration center and
resistance of various attacks respectively. The security com-
parisons of the three AMUA protocols are listed in Table
1.

TABLE 1
Security comparisons

Liao and Hsiao’s
protocol

Hsieh and Leu’s
protocol

The proposed
protocol

SR− 1 Yes Yes Yes
SR− 2 Yes Yes Yes
SR− 3 No[37] No[38] Yes
SR− 4 No[37] No[38] Yes
SR− 5 Yes Yes Yes
SR− 6 Yes Yes Yes
SR− 7 Yes Yes Yes
SR− 8 No No Yes
SR− 9 Yes Yes Yes
SR− 10 No[37] No[38] Yes

According to Table 1, both Liao et al.’s AMUA protocol
[36] and Hsieh et al.’s AMUA protocol [37] cannot provide
user anonymity, un-traceability, and resiliency to various
attacks. In addition, both of these protocols need to use
verifier table. In contrast, the proposed AMUA protocol
can satisfy all nine security requirements. Therefore, the
proposed AMUA protocol has better security than the two
recently proposed AMUA protocols.

6 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We analyze the computation and communication costs of
the proposed AMUA protocol in this section. We also com-
pare its performance with the other two bench marked
AMUA protocols [36, 37].

To get a trusted security level (the security level of 1024-
bits RSA algorithm), a Ate pairing e : G1×G1 → G2 is used
in our experiments, where G1 with order q is generated by a
point on a super singular elliptic curve E(Fp) : y2 = x3 + 1
defined on the finite field Fp, q is a 160-bits prime number
and p is a 512-bits prime number.

6.1 Analysis of computation cost

We present the running time of various operations per-
formed in the proposed protocol and we compare the results
with those obtained from Liao et al.’s and Hsieh et al.’s

protocols in this section. We use the following notations for
the following running times in this paper:

• Tbp: The running time of a bilinear paring operation.
• Tsm: The running time of a scalar multiplication

operation in G1.
• Tmtp: The running time of a map-to-point hash func-

tion in G1.
• Tpa: The running time of a point addition operation

in G1.
• Texp: The running time of an exponentiation opera-

tion in G2.
• Tmul: The running time of a multiplication operation

in G2.
• Th: The running time of a general hash operation.

We have implemented the above operations on a mobile
device (Samsung Galaxy S5 with a Quad-core 2.45G proces-
sor, 2G bytes memory and the Google Android 4.4.2 operat-
ing system) and a personal computer (Dell with an I5-4460S
2.90GHz processor, 4G bytes memory and the Window 8
operating system) using the MIRACL library [42]. In our
experiments, the mobile device and the personal computer
are the user and the server respectively. The running time of
those operations is listed in Table 2.

TABLE 2
The running time of related operations (millisecond)

The user The server
Tmtp 33.582 5.493
Tbp 32.713 5.427
Tsm 13.405 2.165
Tpa 0.081 0.013
Texp 2.249 0.339
Tmul 0.008 0.001
Th 0.056 0.007

The Liao and Hsiao’s AMUA protocol needs to execute
one hash-to-point operation, seven scalar multiplication op-
erations in G1, one point addition operation in G1 and
five general hash operations. Therefore, the user’s running
time is Tmtp + 7 × Tsm + Tpa + 5 × Th ≈ 127.778 mil-
liseconds. The server in Liao and Hsiao’s AMUA protocol
needs to execute one hash-to-point operation, two bilinear
paring operations, five scalar multiplication operations in
G1, one point addition operation in G1 and four general
hash operations. Therefore, the server’s running time is
Tmtp+2×Tbp+5×Tsm+Tpa+4×Th ≈ 27.213 milliseconds.

In Hsieh and Leu’s AMUA protocol, the user needs to
execute one hash-to-point operation, seven scalar multipli-
cation operations in G1, one point addition operation in
G1 and eight general hash operations. Therefore, the user’s
running time is Tmtp + 7 × Tsm + Tpa + 8 × Th ≈ 127.946
milliseconds. The server in Hsieh and Leu’s AMUA protocol
needs to execute one hash-to-point operation, two bilinear
paring operations, five scalar multiplication operations in
G1, one point addition operation in G1 and four general
hash operations. Therefore, the server’s running time is
Tmtp+2×Tbp+5×Tsm+Tpa+3×Th ≈ 27.206 milliseconds.

The user in the proposed AMUA protocol needs to ex-
ecute two scalar multiplication operations in G1, one point
addition operation in G1, two exponentiation operations in
G2 and eight general hash operations. Therefore, the user’s
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running time is 2×Tsm +Tpa + 2×Texp + 8×Th ≈ 31.837
milliseconds. The server in the proposed AMUA protocol
needs to execute one bilinear pairing operation, four expo-
nentiation operations in G2, two multiplication operations
in G2 and five general hash operations. Therefore, the serv-
er’s running time is Tbp+4×Texp+2×Tmul+5×Th ≈ 6.82
milliseconds.

TABLE 3
Computation cost comparisons (millisecond)

Liao and Hsiao’s
protocol

Hsieh and Leu’s
protocol

The proposed
protocol

User
Tmtp+7·Tsm+
Tpa+5·Th

≈ 127.778

Tmtp+7·Tsm+
Tpa+8·Th

≈ 127.946

2 · Tsm + Tpa+
2 · Texp + 8× Th

≈ 31.837

Server
Tmtp+2·Tbp+
5·Tsm+Tpa+
4·Th≈ 27.213

Tmtp+2·Tbp+
5·Tsm+Tpa+
3·Th≈ 27.206

Tbp + 4 · Texp+
2 · Tmul + 5 · Th

≈ 6.82

User Server
Liao and Hsiao's protocol 127.778 27.213
Hsieh and Leu's protocol 127.946 27.206
The proposed protocol 31.837 6.82
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Fig. 6. Computation cost comparisons

The computation cost comparisons are demonstrated in
Table 3 and Fig. 6. From the results in Table 3 and Fig. 6,
the proposed AMUA protocol has lower computation cost
than the other two AMUA protocols for both the user and
server sides. At the user side, the percentage improvement
for computation cost with our proposed approach is 75.08
and 75.12 lower as compared to Liao et al.’s and Hsieh et
al.’s protocols respectively. At the server side, the percent-
age improvement for computation cost with our proposed
approach is 74.94 and 74.93 lower as compared to Liao et
al.’s and Hsieh et al.’s protocols respectively.

6.2 Analysis of communication cost
According to the above implementation, we know that the
lengths of p and q are 512 bits and 160 bits respectively.
Therefore, the size of an element in G1 or G2 and the
length of hash function’s output are 1024 bits and 160 bits
respectively. Suppose the length of the user’s identity is 32
bits. The communication cost is analyzed as follows.

The user and the server in Liao and Hsiao’s AMUA
protocols send messages (IDUi ,Mi, Bij , Ri, Authij) and
(Authji,Kji, Rj) respectively to the other party, where
IDUi is the user’s identity, Mi, Bij , Ri,Kji, Rj ∈ G1 and

Authij , Authji ∈ Z∗q . Therefore, the total communication
cost of Liao and Hsiao’s AMUA protocols is 32 + 1024 +
1024 + 1024 + 160 + 160 + 1024 + 1024 = 5472 bits.

The user and the server in Hsieh and Leu’s AMUA pro-
tocol send messages (xAuthi, Cm,Mi, Bij , Ri, Authij) and
(Authji,Kj , Rj) respectively to the other party, where IDUi

is the user’s identity, xAuthi, Cm,Mi, Bij , Ri,Wj ,Kj , Rj ∈
G1 and Authij , Authji ∈ Z∗q . Therefore, the total com-
munication cost of Liao and Hsiao’s AMUA protocol is
1024+1024+1024+1024+1024+160+160+1024+1024 =
7488 bits.

The user and the server in the proposed AMUA protocol
send messages (RUi , CUi ) and (y, αSj ) to the other party,
where CUi = h6(x) ⊕ (IDUi , gUi , αUi), IDUi is the user’s
identity, RUi ∈ G1, y ∈ G2 and αUi , αSj ∈ Z∗q . Therefore,
the total communication cost with our proposed AMUA
protocol is 1024 + 32 + 1024 + 160 + 1024 + 160 = 3424
bits.

Liao and Hsiao's protocol 5472
Hsieh and Leu's protocol 7488
The proposed protocol 3424
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Fig. 7. Communication cost comparison

The communication cost comparisons are shown in Fig.
7. The percentage improvement for communication cost
with our proposed approach is 37.43 and 54.27 lower as
compared to Liao et al.’s and Hsieh et al.’sprotocols respec-
tively.

7 CONCLUSION

To bring more convenience to mobile users in multi-server
architectures, several mobile user authentication protocols
without the on-line registration center using the SCPKC
have been proposed in the last several years. However, most
of them suffer from serious attacks and have unsatisfactory
performance in terms of computation and communication
costs. This paper proposes a new mobile user authentication
protocol for multi-server architectures without the need of
an on-line registration center. The security analysis shows
that the proposed protocol is provably secure in the random
oracle model and satisfies the security requirements in the
mobile system with multi-server architectures. In addition,
the performance analysis results show that the proposed
protocol has lower communication and computation costs.
The strong resilience of our proposed protocol against vari-
ous types of attacks also make it suitable for use by a wide
range of applications to maintain security at various levels.
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